Summaryof presentation to ECAN
Roydon’s Quarry
My Nameis Dr. Robert lan Seddon-Smith. I am a general practitioner. My Medical Council
registration number is 37552. Myscope of practice includes the assessmentof respiratory health. I
do not claim particular expertise in respiratory health.
Thank youfor agreeing to hear my submission today. Please feel free to interrupt at any point and
ask for clarification if you require, otherwise I will be happy to take questionsatthe end.
I thinkit is important to recognise the thorough job the Applicants have donein their presentation
and I greatly appreciate the efforts madein the expert submissions whichdetail their reasoning very
clearly. I am notso practiced in the field of making these presentations, being by naturea clinical
practitioner rather than a theoretician, so I hope youwill forgive me being unable to matchtheir
professionalism exactly. Nonetheless, I hope to provide you with bit of clinical context to the
issues around human health and quarrying which trust you will find interesting.
Oneof the problemswith interpreting the expert evidenceis that it lacks physiological basis and
clinical colour. This is to be expected as noneof the experts are clinicians.
Let mefirst explain about how the lungs work.
Anatomy — the lungs canbest be visualised as very similar in structure to a tree. A central stem, the
trachea, which is 10-20 mm diameter in women and 15 to 25 mm diameter in men dividesintoleft

and right main bronchi, thenin to lobar bronchi and subsequently into smaller and smaller divisions
until ending in blind-endedsacscalled alveoli, where gas exchange, the work of the lungs actually
takes place.
The alveoli are tiny, and the airways leading to them correspondingly small — by the time the lung
‘tree’ has divided on average 23 times, the terminal bronchiolesleading into the alveoli are about
half a millimeter across.
Throughout the respiratory tree, right up to the middleof the final branches, there are fine hair-like
protruberancesofthe walls of the cells lining the airways. Thesecilia play an importantrole in
removing dust from the airways and anythat settles in this area will usually be wafted up towards
the larger airways, eventually to be expectorated. Smoking causesparticular harm as thetoxins in
cigarette smokeparalyse the cilia, allowing the accumulation oftar within lungtissue.
Air movementoccurs because of pressure changes within the chest.
To inhale, the bodylifts the rib cage up and out and the diaphragm muscletightens, pushing the
abdominal contents down. This results in lower pressure in the chest than the outside air and air
enters the lungs. To exhale, the reverse occurs — the diaphragm relaxes and the ribs drop down and
in, reducing the size of the lungs. Although most humanscanfit about 5-6L ofair into their lungs,
and can expel 3-4Lif forced to try, an average breath will be about 500ml. This is known as the
tidal volume.
It is incredible to think that 18 times per minute, 500mlof air is pulled downinto the alveoli and
expired. Believe it or not, the lungs contain about 2400 Km of airways. To putthis in context, the
distance from here to Sydney is about 2130Km. You would think that 500mlofair travelling
2130Km 36 times per minute (in and out) would create enough air flow to remove mostrespiratory
contaminants. Sadly,this is not the case.
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At the very smallest level, where the tissues are most delicate, there is no breeze to detect. Bythe

time wearetalkingthe alveoli, so little air moves that the air is effectively still, essentially
wobbling betweenthe alveolus and the terminal bronchiole. Giventhatthe air in these terminal
structures is verystill even during vigorous exercise,it is difficult to understand how the lungs can
workatall.
The answeris diffusion.
This table showsthe concentration ofair in the alveoli as comparedwith the inspired and expired
air. There are many sources for similar information and all give slightly different results, but the
overall illustration is valid
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As you cansee,there is a lot of Carbon Dioxide in the alveoli and less in the expired air. This
difference occurs because the lungs are notfully ventilated and instead the majority ofair
movement occurs by diffusion.

Diffusion is wherefluids (or gasses) move from oneplaceto another. It is easiest to understandif
we consider a malodorousgas such as flatus. This can be releasedin a still room,yetstill permeate
the room to be smelledby all within reasonably quickly. Most rooms docontain air currents of
course which meansthereis unevendistribution, but the smell wouldstill move around, even

without them as the gas molecules move randomly. Thermodynamic lawsrequire that disorder shall
always increase and as the mostdisorderedstate is one with the gas evenly distributed, this is what
is most likely to occur.
In the lungs, the gasses diffuse from the alveoli into the terminal bronchioles and then onwards, so
the actual movementof air is negligible.
If we can digressa little from lungs to geography, you mayrecall from scienceclasses at schoolthat
a river will move sediments downstream. If you really paid attention, you will recall that at the
mouthof the riverthe flow rate will fall, with the larger pieces being depositedfirst, then as the
flow falls off, progressively smaller particles fall out of suspension. Thus as we movefurther from
the mouthof theriver into the sea, the size of deposited particles becomesprogressively smaller
until there are only a few left each small enoughto be suspendedin the water and thus able to move
with the currents.
As wehave discussed,in the lungsthereare currentsin the larger airways,light breezes in the
smaller ones and essentially no airflowatall in the final branchesof the lung. Theresult is much
like the river with larger particles being deposited higherin the respiratory tree.
Most educated people have heard of PM10 particles, which are the 10um region pollutants common
in wood smokeanddiesel fumes. These are particularly serious contaminantsas theysettle in the
smaller bronchioles. These are equipped with smooth muscle andthepresenceof the particles
results in irritation, spasm and mucus production — essentially exacerbating asthma.
Smaller particles — those of 2.5um or smaller are small enough to remain suspendedin the air and
can reach the bronchioles. Wheretheystick.

|

Recall if you will that the tiniest airways haveno cilia to waft the contaminants away. Rather, they
rely on specialised cells to removeparticles. Macrophages can engulf and remove foreign materiel
from alveoli, but in doing so they induce inflammation. Someparticles are more simple to remove
than others. Respirable Crystalline Silica (RCS) for instance is sharp edged and can damage
macrophages. Asbestos particles can penetrate andkill them. Therelease of inflammatory
cytokines from damagedcells is one of the purported and highly plausible (but unproven)
mechanisms by whichthe inhalation of these substances may cause cancer.
So, in a rather long-winded way, what I am sayingis that the smallest particles of matter, those

under 2.5um in diameter and even smaller are suspended intheair, are not expelled on a draft or

wafted awaybycilia. Oncethey are in your lungs, they are there pretty muchto stay. Any
exposure will therefore be cumulative.
Haveyou died from drinking water? - out take

Tam put in mindatthis pointof the fluoride in water debate. Those who opposefluoridation point
out that as little as Img of fluoride can kill a healthy adult. They miss the point that the dose makes
the toxin.
The evidence of Audrey Wagenaarusesthis appropriately in one context — we know from studies
that very high doses of RCS cause cancer and that modestdoses overthe long term cause
pneumosilicosis and cancer, but of course the dose determines the toxin. They lead the readerto
believe that very small doses of the toxin will cause no harm andin the contextof fluoride this
appears reasonable. Unlike fluoride, however, the toxin is not cleared from the body,orifitis, it is

cleared in a very harmful way. This is seen in mine workers and industrial exposures, with those
having higher level exposures and those having longer exposuresbeingat higher risk. The idea or
conceptthat the deposition of even a small amount of RCS in the lungsis in some wayacceptableis
not based in science, but in presumption, and is not supported by evidence. bit like the concept
that we each contain a few molecules of Caesar’s last breath, the small exposure is harmless
hypothesis is very powerful and based in experience, but when it comes to microparticles,
however, the physiology andthe evidence tends to suggestthat these particles accumulate in lung
tissue and produce a cumulative effect over time. Even Wagenaar admits in their evidence that
there is no evidenceof a dose below which exposureis not harmful.
The determination of a safe level of exposureis therefore not based in science as admitted by the
key witness for the Applicant in their primary evidence.
Lacking evidencefor the safe level of exposure to RCS, the Applicant turnsto air quality standards,
and helpfully lists many which I do notdispute and will not re-iterate here.
The problem isthat they are the wrong standardsto apply.
They are generally either standards which apply to the air quality expected for exposure of workers
whoare awareof the risk, compensatedfor the risk and equipped to managetherisk, or more
general standards for particulate matter which apply to the expected rangeof activitiesin cities.
Theyare notreally intended to beusedto assess the quality of air effluent from a quarry norare
they appropriate for this purpose.

Air standards for New Zealand are based on the broad assumption that there is someinevitable
particulate emission simply from the congregation of human beings andthe kindof thingstheylike
to do — heatingfires, driving, gardening, even walking kicks up dust betimes. This all contributes to
a backgroundlevel of harm whichaccruesto habitation in conurbations andis at least in some way
taken into account by those whochoosetolive in such locations, and of course is more often taken
into account by those whochoosenotto.

Whenwelook carefully at the Wagenaar evidence, wesee that these standards are not based on

evidence of safety, but rather on a best guess estimate of lack of harm. Again, I repeatthat in their
evidence Wagenaar acceptsthat there is no proven safe dose of RCS.
Further, when assessing the quality of evidence,it is very importantto note that No Adverse Effect
Observed Levels of exposureare not the sameas being safe. They are simply the levels below
which no harm hasyet beenseen in the generally short and specific durations of exposure. Studies
often miss harm which occurs overa long period of time, which is uncommonin occurrenceoris
Wagenaardoesnotlist any studies looking at chronic lower dose studies, andthis is fair — there are
none. Thereis essentially no scientific evidence whatsoever to support their point of view.

I should like to touch on one particular piece of evidence whichis very important in the Applicant’s
case — that of Mote. This study wasinitiated to try to determine the levels of exposure to dust from
quarrying experienced by Yaldhurstresidents. I do not dispute the published findings — theyare as
they are, but I do dispute their use and interpretation in this context.
This study was flawedin several respects. The authors recognise that the period studied was
unusually wet and free of windy conditions, and there is photographic evidence from Yaldhurst
residents of the monitoring stations being covered withplastic bags at times. I am unable to prove
the veracity of this howeverit is not implausible in context. The Mote study, upon which Dr.
RamonPink basedhis ill-advised commentthat on it’s basis there was no likely harm from
quarrying, wasfatally flawed and should be rejected by the commission. It is important here to
mention that Dr. Pink’s commentwasreferring to this study in particular andit’s individual
findings, rather than to the harm or otherwise to be expected from quarrying. In this application,
this quotation has been misused in at least one position. Given that the Mote study is discredited,
the remarks from Dr. Pink carry no weight.
To sum upthe case to date, the Applicant’s primary evidence on the matter of human health and
quarryingis notbased in evidence, utilises a discredited study and inappropriately applies urban air
quality studies to RCS and the air quality standards that should be applied to quarrying. Apart from
not being based on anyrelevant(andI stress relevant) facts, it is a very good piece of work,
provided you assumethatair quality standards for smokeand diesel fumes apply to quarry dust.
Assumptions are the motherofall.... --- out take
The problem does not end with the discharge of dust. Like the river the air will deposit dust and
debris particles in proportion to their size, altitude reached whenaerosolised and the velocity of the
windat the time. This dust will often settle out of the air. Even the smallest particles will probably
find their way to earth and mostly they will be in the reasonably close vicinity of the discharge.
This dust mingles with other dust and canbe disturbed again by any numberof activities — driving,
gardening, even a child kicking up dust could inhale something discharged from the quarry. I
should say, will inhale something discharged from the quarry. It is not a matter of whetherthis is
going to happen — it is certain it will happen. It could not be any other way. The only questionis
whetherthis would be harmful ornot.
My vacuum cleaner recently broke and took it to the repairer. Before I was allowedto leaveit, I
had to sign a declaration that it had not been usedto clear upcrystalline silica. This is possibly
going a bit far, but even so, someoneis clearly taking this matter seriously.
I also have letter from ECANafter a complaint when smoke from a bonfire drifted over
Templeton. I was acting responsibly but the wind changed and smoke wasa problem for a few
minutes. ECANrules prohibit smoke being a nuisance beyond the boundary of my property. I see

no reason whythis should not apply to dust from a quarry. Myactivity wasa single day of burning
macrocarpaclippings. The Applicant proposes 40 years of discharging a known and proven
carcinogen.
Wewill I think all agree that there are unacceptable behaviours. Somearelegislated, such as my
bonfire and somearenot, such asflatus under a duvet, butall are generally frowned upon. Why
then are we assumingthatit is in some way acceptable to discharge a proven carcinogenintothe air
over a nearby settlement. This quarry is not far from Templeton. Most people would walk further
on a shortvisit to a supermarket or shopping mall. It is right next door, yet they seek permission to
discharge contaminantsinto the air.

How muchasbestos would it be ok for your neighbourto throwinto the air cutting up an old roof —
how long before you complained? -- out take
It is worth pointing out that the Applicant accepts that dust discharge will happen andis inevitable
and that at times will be so badthat quarrying will have to stop. This is notin dispute, yet theystill
wishto discharge carcinogens and nuisance contaminants andrespiratory irritants into theair.
Forprofit.

This is not just the day to day behaviour of decent humansgoing about their business and trying to
be neighbourly. This is a business, seeking permission to degrade the environment enjoyed by
others for profit.
So I say again, the application of generalair quality standardsis not appropriate. The dischargeis
of a knowncarcinogen. There are noscientific studies examining the safety of quarrying in such
close proximity to population centres andso the only acceptable level of contamination is not more
than the backgroundlevel.
The Applicant has not made any proposals to monitorthe air quality away from the site boundaries.
This is unacceptable in a quarry located so closeto residences. Thereis a pressing need for data
better than the unhelpful Mote study and given that the Applicant cannot prove from otherdata that
their dust managementplan will actually work,it is behoven on them to monitor dust production
and acceptthe findings.
In myoriginal submission, I specified that the Applicant should pay for the provision and
maintenance of an appropriate numberof sensitive monitors to determine the amountof dust
discharge both before and during the commencementof any activity. I would suggest that not less

than three in Templeton and onein Rolleston would be acceptable.

Overtime, changes in the

particulate matter detectedat these stations could be correlated with readings from stations closer to
the quarry and wherethereis an increase in dust levels, increased measuresto suppress dust up to
an including the total cessation of activities should occur.

At this point I remind you that you may not consider the commercial viability of this project in your
determination. The Resource ManagementActis concerned only with the Effects on the
Environment.
If T might be so bold, summarising the Application for Resource Consent, the Applicant is saying
that there will be no dust, andif there is it would not be a problem. They havefailed to prove the
latter, relying on assumptions andare not proposing to monitor well enough to prove the former,
again relying on unproven assumptions aboutdust discharge. Recall if you will that in 2017 the

Environment Court accepted that cumulative issues from quarrying were not acceptable in
Yaldhurst so clearly there is a problem with quarrying despite the Applicant’s protestations to the
contrary.
Onthat last point, I should note that Templeton is not a sleepy suburb. We are exposedto
significant noise issues from the railway, State Highway1, the airport and Ruapuna Raceway. The
only thing wehave going for us environmentally is clean air.
To conclude on the air quality:
The submissions from the applicant and from the experts for the applicant are not based in
evidence, do not consider the difference between a quarryingactivity and the day to daylife of
humansin cities and will inevitably, and at the admission of the Applicant(if not explicitly then
implicitly as explained)result in the exposureof local residents to a proven carcinogen. Rather,
they are best guesses and optimistic assumptions about what might happen if a rather favourable
series of circumstancesall occur. That’s a bit like gambling on the stock market, but with someone
else’s money.
Thank youfor yourattention so far — does anyone have any questionsto this point, or shallI
continue? I have concluded whatI wish to say about respiratory health.

I have made myotherobjectionsto this project clear in my written submission and will not reiterate them here, rather I wouldlike to leave you with a few final points:
Firstly I should like to thank the Applicant for a thorough application whichis simple to understand
andfor their attempts to engage with the local community. This has not been an easy processfor
anyone. I understandtheir desire to conducttheir business, as I hope they understand mydesire not
to be disturbedbyit.
Finally, what I have said aboutair quality appliesto all aspects of the application — traffic, water,
noise — let all of these things be monitored independently and let appropriate down-scaling of
activity occur when breaches of expected standards are noted.
Fulton Hogan have donea sterling job in saying what theythink (andI stress think) will happen
should they be permitted to quarry in Roydons. Given thesensitivity of the neighbouring
environment, being held irrevocably to their statementsis essential.
Despite all the work done by the Applicant, I hope yourejectthis application. This is not a good
site to quarry. Thereis no needforit to be so close to Christchurch and the Effects on the
Environmentwill be major given its location. A km or two awaythere are a great many available
sites to quarry and none carry therisks of this site. If you do decideto accepttheir perspectivein
the absence of good supporting evidenceof safety then please ensure that they keep their word — all
I ask is that there is no audible noise, no detectable dust, no additionaltraffic where it need not be
and all these things are promised by the Applicant anyway. All I ask is that you ensure they keep
their word, that they pay to havethe noise, the air the water andthetraffic monitored and that they
are appropriately incentivisedto do it properly.
I have chosen to trust you to have read my application and suggestions — nothing I have suggested
there is something that has not been promised by the Applicant. If they can keep their promises
then they have nothing to fear from appropriate monitoring. If they do not wish to be monitored,
then you must assumethattheir statements, their assurances, their promises; like words, they are

wind.

Thank you for your time.
Are there any questions?

